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Seneca Global Income & Growth
In demand and no discount
Seneca Global Income & Growth Trust’s (SIGT’s) new
discount control policy went live on 1 August giving
investors confidence that they can enter and exit the
trust close to NAV. To date, no shares have been
repurchased, which, in our opinion reflects the strong
demand for SIGT’s strategy.
SIGT’s NAV was not immune to the market’s post-Brexit gyrations but,
as markets have settled, the UK mid-cap holdings have recovered
strongly and the managers have also taken advantage of opportunities
caused by the market’s dislocation, such that SIGT’s NAV is now
some seven per cent above its pre-referendum level. The managers
continue to view global fixed income as expensive, particularly once
inflation is taken into account, but are seeing opportunities in property
as well as longer-term opportunities in infrastructure assets. The
board increased SIGT’s dividend, for the first quarterly payment, by
3.4% to 1.52p per share. They expect to maintain this for the rest of
the year. This suggests a minimum payment of 6.08p, a yield of 3.9%
on the current price, with the potential for the dividend to increase with
the fourth interim, as in previous years.
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capital growth, through investment in a multi-asset portfolio, which
includes both direct investments, mainly UK equities, and
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Discount control mechanism is now
live
New policy should give
investors confidence that they
will be able to enter and exit
SIGT at close to NAV.

SIGT’s new discount control mechanism (DCM) went live on 1 August 2016. Under the
policy, the Trust actively provides support to the secondary market: buying and selling
shares as necessary so that they effectively trade at, or close to, a zero discount. As
discussed in our note of May 2016 (see page 11 of that note), we believe that this is a
very positive development as it should give existing and potential shareholders
confidence that they should be able to enter and exit the Trust at close to NAV. This
should help to support liquidity in the secondary market.

Potential to grow assets
Assuming that the Trust continues to provide attractive low-volatility returns, we think
that this, combined with the certainty offered by the new DCM, should allow SIGT to
attract new shareholders and grow its asset base over time. This should serve to lower
its ongoing charges ratio and further support liquidity, for the benefit of all shareholders.

Lower discount volatility following implementation
As illustrated in Figure 1, SIGT’s discount has broadly been on a narrowing trend since
2012 and, during the last fifteen months, has been trading around par. Now that SIGT
has introduced its zero discount policy, we are expecting to see noticeably lower
volatility in SIGT’s discount going forward. It is still early days for the policy but, since
its introduction, SIGT has traded at an average discount of 0.23% (median discount
0.41%) and in a range of a premium of 1.69% and a discount of 1.55%. In comparison,
during the 12 months running up to the introduction of the new DCM, SIGT traded at
an average discount of 0.75% (median discount 0.78%) but within a range of a premium
of 5.25% and a discount of 5.63%.
Figure 1: Premium/(discount) over five years
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Managers’ view
The impact of Brexit
Brexit result impacted SIGT’s
performance but markets have
settled and NAV is now 7.1%
above its level immediately
prior to the referendum result.

The result of the UK’s referendum on EU membership came as a shock to markets
whose negative reaction was sharp and, in the managers’ view, indiscriminate,
particularly within the mid cap space that is SIGT’s natural hunting ground. Market
disruption tends to throw up opportunities and the managers say that there was an
increase in portfolio activity, post the Brexit result, as they sought to take advantage of
these – adding to positions at depressed prices. SIGT has benefitted subsequently as
markets have recovered and its NAV of 156.80p, as at 22 September 2016, is 7.1%
above its value of 146.36p on 23 June 2016, immediately prior to the announcement of
the referendum result.
Looking forward, the managers say that they are unashamedly long term investors and,
whilst the referendum result has increased uncertainty for both the UK and Europe,
sterling weakness aside, the macroeconomic outlook is little changed. They are
maintaining their view that, whilst the outlook for global growth remains muted, and they
expect it to be below long term trend, it will still be sufficiently positive for markets to
continue to advance from here.

Global equities
Figure 2: Global equity market valuation data as at 20 September 2016
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Global equities are not as cheap as they were when we last wrote in May and, with the
exception of Japan where the yield has moved incrementally higher, yields have either
remained in line or have compressed across all of the regions that SIGT’s managers
are focused on (illustrated in Figure 2 above). Looking at the UK, its yield has
compressed from 4.5% (6 May 2016) to 4.1% (20 September 2016) but it is still higher
than its historical average and compares favourably against yields on offer in other
geographies. Furthermore, the UK’s return on equity and operating profit margins
continue to be low, relative to history, giving the ample scope for improvement and so
SIGT’s managers are happy to maintain a significant allocation to the UK. As discussed
on page 8, the trust has recently sold out of its position in Royal Dutch Shell (acquired
in January) following a period of strong price appreciation.
Asia Pacific ex-Japan is an area that has become more expensive. Its markets have
performed well and the region is now yielding below its historical average. Asian
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currencies have also appreciated, relative to sterling, with the consequence that SIGT’s
exposure to Asia increased. Reflecting this, SIGT’s managers have been reducing its
Asian holdings to rebalance the portfolio.

Fixed income
The managers maintain their view that global fixed income markets are generally very
expensive, particularly in developed markets, and when adjusted for inflation. The
interest rate cut in the UK, in the aftermath of the referendum on EU membership, only
served to push these already inflated markets higher as investors looked to them as a
safe haven. However, in the opinion of SIGT’s managers, whilst fixed income is less
volatile, and so is perceived as less risky, the prospect of real capital loss is significant
while yields are this low and they believe that this is currently being overlooked by many
investors.
Figure 3: Global fixed income market valuation data as at 20 September 2016
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However, despite these challenges, the managers are able to find selective
opportunities, particularly at the short duration end of the corporate bond market. A key
holding is the Royal London Short Duration Global High Yield Bond Fund. SIGT’s
managers say that this is a low volatility strategy, which protects against rising interest
rates and widening spreads, and is effective across the business cycle. Its managers
invest primarily in sub-investment grade debt securities, seeking to exploit the
inefficiencies (principally mismatches between risk and return), in the short duration
market. The opportunities are driven by bond ratings and the managers target yields in
the range of 5% to 7%. The managers seek to identify bonds whose credit ratings
suggest a higher probability of default, than they consider to be the case, and therefore
attract a higher yield than is actually warranted based on their view.
An example the Royal London’s managers use to illustrate the strategy is of Reynolds
American. The company had unsecured bonds, maturing in 2016, rated at CCC+, this
being a lower rating than its secured debt that matures later. However, the company
had $2.0bn in cash and a $120m undrawn revolving credit facility. It also generates free
cash flow of $400m per year. The managers say that, whilst the company did not have
sufficient liquidity to repay all of its secured debt, hence the B+ rating for its longer
dated, Reynolds American could cover the unsecured 2016 debt c 3x with its existing
liquidity. As such the CCC+ rating did not properly reflect the default risk and the
security was mispriced. It offered a higher yield than its probability of default would
ordinarily require.
When we last wrote, emerging market local currency debt was an exception to the
general trend to very low yields and was an area that SIGT’s managers were allocating
to (they had purchased the Templeton Emerging Markets Bond Fund). This area has
subsequently seen an increase in value, which has served to compress yields, so that
these are now below their historical average. However, SIGT’s managers say that the
Templeton fund, despite performing strongly, continues to offer a compelling yield in
the region of 10%.
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Specialist assets - opportunities in infrastructure
SIGT’s managers believe that the idea that austerity, by itself, is not sufficient to return
the economy to a healthy growth trajectory is gaining some traction. Private sector
demand continues to be weak and they think that, both politically and economically,
some Keynesian style infrastructure spending, to stave off recession and kick-start
growth, is looking increasingly appealing. The managers are not expecting a sudden
change in fiscal policy but they believe that, over the longer term, infrastructure funds
are well positioned to benefit as increased demand for finance allows them to achieve
higher yields on the assets in which they invest.
Reflecting this view, SIGT’S managers have recently added International Public
Partnerships (INPP) to the portfolio; they invested during the placing earlier this year at
a premium of 14.8%. SIGT’s managers say that they like the fact that INPP offers a
broad exposure to infrastructure assets. INPP has been trading at a premium to NAV
during the last five years and, at its closing share price of 153.60p on 22 September
2016, INPP was trading at a 11.1% premium to its most recently published NAV
of 138.2p, as at 30 June 2016. At a first glance, this may not appear to be good value
but SIGT’s managers believe that this premium is somewhat misleading. They say
that, whilst the weighted average discount rate that company has used to calculate its
NAV has remained fairly stable at around the 8% level, weighted average government
bond yields have fallen and so the average risk premium per project has hit multi-year
highs (see Figure 4 below).
Figure 4: INPP – weighted average risk capital discount rate
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SIGT’s managers think that INPP’s projects have not been getting discernibly riskier
and that the increasing risk premium is not justified and has led to over discounting
when calculating INPP’s NAV, which, in turn, serves to overstate the premium. SIGT’s
managers also believe that INPP could get more in the open market for its assets, at
present, than they are held at on its balance sheet. This gives them comfort that INPP’s
current NAV is effectively suppressed.
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Specialist assets - differentiated REITs
SIGT’s managers seeing value
again following post
referendum upheaval in
commercial property market.

In our May 2016 update note, we commented that SIGT’s managers considered that
property funds were not as good value as they had been and were reducing the trust’s
exposure. Reflecting this view, Tritax Big Box REIT and Ediston Property Company
were sold. Both had seen valuation uplifts that had compressed their yields. However,
the commercial property market has seen some upheaval in the wake of the EU
referendum and SIGT’s managers have once again been finding value.

SIGT’s managers generally see
better value in smaller, more
niche REITs than in large,
mainstream REITS.

In selecting REITs, SIGT’s managers prefer to avoid the larger, mainstream REITs,
instead preferring smaller more niche players where they believe they can generally
get better value. The following bullet points summarise the REIT themes that SIGT’s
managers like (it is worth noting that they do not require every REIT holding to be
exposed to every theme).


REITs with a non-core focus (i.e. away from residential and commercial property)



REITs focused away from the South East (high demand for property in the South
East tends to compress rental yields and are therefore not as good value in the
managers’ view)



Small lot sizes (large institutional buyers tend to be focused on larger lot sizes,
which leads to yield compression in that space so that smaller lot sizes tend to offer
superior value).



REITS that benefit from a higher degree of asset management as, all things being
equal, these should offer greater valuation uplifts.



REITs that are beneficiaries of government policy or are exposed to a structural
growth trend.

Figure 5 illustrates the themes that each of SIGT’s five REIT holdings have exposure
to and it can be seen that, on average, SIGT’s REITs offer higher yields than
mainstream REITs such as British Land or Land Securities.
Figure 5: SIGT owned REITs –manager’s view on key differentiating factors versus mainstream REITs
Heading
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Source: Seneca Investment Managers. *Note: F12m yield is Seneca Investment Managers forecast with the exception of the comparators, British Land and Land Securities,
where Bloomberg consensus is used.
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Asset allocation
Rebalance and concentrate
Weighting to UK equities has
been increased.

Figure 7 compares SIGT’s tactical asset allocation as at the end of August 2016 against
both its strategic asset allocation and its tactical asset allocation as at the end of March
2016 (the most recent data available when we last wrote about SIGT in May). Changes
in the tactical asset allocation, in the intervening period, have been limited and the
managers say that portfolio activity has largely concerned rebalancing the portfolio,
following market moves, rather than committing money to new ideas (Essentra,
discussed on page 9, being an exception). The managers added to a number of direct
UK equity holdings to bring the UK back to its full weighting, following the post-Brexit
sell-off. Some of these have been trimmed as they have recovered. Asian equities have
been reduced following a period of strong performance. SIGT’s fixed income allocation
has been allowed to drift down whilst specialist assets are also up at the margin.

Figure 6: Strategic asset allocation and ranges
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SIGT’s managers have made a
conscious effort to reduce
portfolio activity to reduce costs
as well as to further increase
their investment horizon. They
are also working to concentrate
the portfolio to focus on higher
conviction ideas.
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assets*
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Overseas
equities

Fixed interest

TAA* - end August

Specialist
assets*
TAA* - end March

Source: Seneca Investment Managers *Note: specialist assets includes property.
TAA = Tactical asset allocation.

The managers say that they have been making a conscious effort to reduce portfolio
activity, which is down substantially over the last couple of years, with a view to reducing
costs. They have also made a decision to further concentrate the portfolio and focus on
their higher conviction ideas. Their rationale is that, in the current low growth
environment, where returns from risk assets are broadly lower, investors can either
invest passively, with a diversified approach, and accept the lower market return, or
they can take a more active stance, concentrate the portfolio on higher conviction ideas,
and look for value. They expect to hold 20-25 UK direct equities, reduce the number of
Asian funds from five to three, and reduce their European funds from four to three.

Largest investments
Figures 8, 9, 10 and 11 show the largest positions in each part of the portfolio as at the
end of July 2016. Details of the rationales underlying some of these positions can be
found in our initiation note of November 2015, our update note of May 2016 and in the
Managers’ view section of this note. Some of the more recent changes are also
discussed in detail below.
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Figure 8: Largest UK direct equity positions as at 31
August 2016

Figure 9: Largest overseas equity positions as at 31
August 2016
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Figure 10: Largest specialist asset positions as at 31
August 2016

Figure 11: Largest fixed interest positions as at 31
August 2016
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Royal Dutch Shell exits portfolio following strong recovery
RDSB was purchased on
weakness in January 2016. It
has recovered strongly and has
now been sold.

The managers have recently sold out of Royal Dutch Shell (RDSB), which, as
discussed in our May 2016 note (see page 5 of that note), was added to the portfolio in
January 2016. At that time, the ongoing oil price slump had led to concerns in the
market that RDSB could be forced to cut its dividend and that its growth outlook also
looked difficult. SIGT’s managers felt that the market had become overly bearish on
RDSB and built a position for the trust. Ordinarily, they would expect to hold such a
position for longer than the five and a half months that RDSB was held in SIGT’s
portfolio but their investment thesis came through much more quickly than they had
expected. From its low point in January to the end of July 2016, RDSB‘s share price
increased by 56.7%. This compressed RDSB’s yield, which served as a trigger for
SIGT’s managers to sell the stock.
The sale of RDSB would have effectively reduced SIGT’s exposure to the UK but the
managers wanted to maintain this, in part to benefit from any post Brexit recovery. A
temporary investment was made in the iShares FTSE UK Dividend Plus ETF whilst the
managers finished their analysis on new portfolio company, Essentra, discussed below.
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Essentra purchased in the wake of its profits warning
Essentra has been added
following profits warning.

Essentra has three key product areas: components; health and personal care
packaging; and tobacco filters. SIGT’s managers started to build a position in Essentra,
following a profits warning in the first half of June, as they felt that the market had
overreacted to the news and the stock had become too cheap. They also took the
opportunity to add to the position when its share price fell following the announcement
of its results at the end of July, which also coincided with news that its CEO, Colin Day,
is planning to step down.
SIGT’s managers consider that Essentra is a good quality company, with a strong
balance sheet that generates a high ROE. It makes a range of simple, cheap and
essential products and, reflecting this, generates fairly stable cash flows. The company
says that weakness in its filter products (due to a more challenging market backdrop)
and health and personal care businesses (an extensive site integration programme
gave rise to a number of short term operational issues) affected results and gave rise
to the recent profits warning.
Essentra’s CEO, Colin Day, joined from Reckitt Benckiser in April 2011. He is widely
credited as having drawn together and refocused the company (previously Filtrona),
which had effectively been a number of independent business units. This, coupled with
an acquisitions strategy, is considered as being instrumental in driving the company’s
growth in recent years. However, in SIGT’s managers view, the board and market were
becoming increasingly nervous about the approach and were keen for the company to
pause on acquisitions and pursue a strategy more focused on organic growth.
SIGT’s managers say that they were able to build the position when Essentra was
trading at a prospective yield of 4.5% for next year’s earnings (SIGT’s managers are
expecting both earnings and dividend growth) and a P/E of c 11x (equivalent to a 9%
earnings yield). Essentra performed well post the EU referendum. The company
generates 85% of its revenues outside of the UK and is a beneficiary of sterling
depreciation.

Building up Bovis
Bovis was sold down prereferendum but was purchased
again following post Brexit selloff. The stock has recovered
strongly.

The managers have recently been adding to Bovis Homes. The position was reduced,
in the run up to the EU referendum, on valuation grounds (at around £9.00). The stock
suffered heavily in the aftermath of Brexit (it fell 37.5% between the 23 and 27 June)
and the managers took the opportunity to top up the position at around £6.30. The
shares are now trading in the region of £8.70.

Performance
Please click here to visit
QuotedData.com for an up to
date comparison of SIGT
versus its Global Equity Income
peer group.

Readers interested in an analysis of SIGT’s longer term performance record, should
see our initiation note of November 2015 and update note of May 2016. However, prior
to market disruption caused by the EU referendum, the trend was one of long term
outperformance of SIGT’s NAV total return relative to both the FTSE WMA Stock
Market Balanced Index and the FTSE All-Share Index, following the strategy change in
January 2012 (see Figures 12 and 13 overleaf).
Post Brexit, SIGT’s NAV initially underperformed both the FTSE All-Share Index and
the FTSE WMA Balanced Index. Markets reacted negatively to the referendum result
and SIGT’s NAV suffered because it was: 1) c12% geared, 2) underweight fixed income
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on valuation grounds and therefore did not benefit as bond capital values rose as
investors sought their safety, and 3) it has a strong bias, within is UK listed equities
portfolio, to mid-caps (these are broadly considered to be of higher risk than large caps
and so suffered more in the market rout). However, as also illustrated in Figures 12 and
13, as markets have settled, SIGT’s NAV has recovered strongly outperforming both
indices. As at the date of publication, SIGT’s NAV is back above its pre-referendum
level.
Figure 12: SIGT NAV/FTSE WMA Stock Market Balanced Index* – rebased to 100 since 31 August 2011
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Source: Morningstar, Marten & Co. *Note: strategy change was approved by shareholders on 18 January 2012. Please see our November 2015 initiation note for more
details.

Figure 13: SIGT NAV/FTSE All-Share Index* – rebased to 100 since 31 August 2011
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Source: Morningstar, Marten & Co. *Note: strategy change was approved by shareholders on 18 January 2012. Please see our November 2015 initiation note for more
details.

Figure 14: Cumulative total return performance to 31 August 2016

SIGT NAV
SIGT share price
FTSE WMA SM Balanced
FTSE All Share
FTSE World

1 month
(%)
4.2
4.0
1.8
1.9
1.6

3 months
(%)
6.4
6.0
10.1
9.0
15.3

6 months
(%)
12.5
14.0
13.3
13.1
20.8

1 year
(%)
12.5
14.0
15.6
11.7
26.5

3 years
(%)
25.7
37.5
29.9
20.4
46.6

5 years
(%)
57.0
68.7
60.1
57.7
93.9

Strategy
change*
58.7
83.0
51.0
49.0
81.4

Source: Morningstar, Marten & Co. *Note: strategy change was approved by shareholders on 18 January 2012. Please see our November 2015 initiation note for
more details.
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When evaluating SIGT’s performance, consideration should be given to the fact that it
aims to provide shareholders with low volatility returns. We consider that it has been
successful in this regard – SIGT has provided the lowest standard deviation of returns,
for both price and NAV, over one, three, five and ten years within its global equity
income peer group.

Dividend
First quarterly dividend saw a
year-on-year increase of 3.47%
to 1.52p. SIGT’s board intend
to at least maintain this level for
the remainder of the year.

SIGT has declared and paid its first quarterly dividend for the year ending 30 April 2017
at 1.52p per share. This is a year-on-year increase of 3.47% (2016: 1.47p) and the
board have said that, barring unforeseen circumstances, it will at least maintain the
quarterly dividend of 1.52p per share for the full year. This suggests a minimum total
dividend for the year ending 30 April 2017 of 6.08p. Assuming this is achieved, it
represents an increase of 2.2% over the full year dividend for the 2015 year of 5.93p
and represents a yield of 3.9% on the current share price. SIGT’s board have been
using the fourth interim dividend of each financial year to signal the minimum level of
payment they expect the trust to be able to make for the following four quarters. It
seems likely that there will be an uplift with this year’s 4th interim payment. The last two
years have both seen annual uplifts of 4.6% in total dividends for the year.
In terms of dividend cover for its UK equities portfolio, SIGT’s managers say that they
consider that their companies are reasonably well placed at c 2x earnings. They say
that this compares well against the overall market and particularly against the FTSE
100 where the level is c 0.7x.

Fund profile
Further information can be
found at Seneca IM’s website:
www.senecaim.com

SIGT’s aim is to grow both income and capital through investment in a multi-asset
portfolio and to have low volatility of returns. Unlike many multi-asset funds, it sits within
the AIC’s Global Equity Income sector, as the board and Seneca IM believe that this
better reflects its income objective.

Seneca IM is a multi-asset
value investor.

Seneca IM describes itself as a multi-asset value investor. We think the combination of
multi-asset investing with an explicit value-oriented approach may be unique to Seneca
IM. The idea is that Seneca IM can allocate between different asset classes,
emphasising those that offer the most attractive opportunities and making both asset
allocation and investment selection decisions on a value basis. Allocations to
mainstream UK equities are made directly while funds are used to gain access to other
asset classes. The named fund managers are Alan Borrows (senior fund manager) and
Peter Elston (CIO). However, Seneca IM takes a team approach to managing its
portfolios: Peter Elston is the research specialist for asset allocation, Alan Borrows for
fixed income, Mark Wright for UK equities, Richard Parfect for specialist assets and
Tom Delic for overseas equities.
Although the fund’s benchmark is Libor+3%, we, the board, the managers and the
largest shareholders agree that it is not ideal. The fund’s investment objective does not
lend itself easily to the adoption of any other formal benchmark. The board has chosen
to compare the fund with a range of indices and competing funds. We agree with this
stance and have used this approach for our reports on the Trust.
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Previous research publications
Readers interested in further information about SIGT, such as investment process,
fees, capital structure, trust life and the board, may wish to read our initiation note Low
volatility and growing income, published on 2 November 2015 and our update note, On
track for zero discount policy, published on 11 May 2016. The contents pages have
been reproduced below. You can read the notes by clicking on them in Figure 15 or by
visiting our website.
Figure 15: Marten & Co. previously published research on SIGT
Title
Low volatility and growing income
On track for zero discount policy

Note type
Initiation
Update

Date
2 November 2015
11 May 2016

Source: Marten & Co.

Low volatility and growing income – 2 November 2015
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Asset allocation
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Figure 2: SIGT asset allocation v strategic asset allocation as at 05/10/15
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Largest investments
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Figure 3: Largest UK equity positions
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Figure 4: Largest overseas equity positions
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Figure 5: Largest alternatives and property positions
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Figure 6: Largest fixed interest positions
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Performance
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Figure 7: Cumulative performance to 30/09/15
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Figure 8: Annualised standard deviation of returns to 30/09/15
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Figure 9: SIGT versus the IA Mixed Investment 40-85% Equities sector
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Figure 10: SIGT’s AIC peer group
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Figure 11: NAV performance and NAV volatility over the year to 30/09/15
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Dividend
Figure 12: Quarterly dividend history
Discount/premium
Figure 13: Discount/premium over the past three years
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Figure 1: Strategic asset allocation and ranges

Figure 14: Board members – length of service and shareholdings
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On track for zero discount policy – 11 May 2016
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Macro fears are overdone
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Global equities
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Figure 1: Global equity market valuation data as at 6 May 2016
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Figure 2: Global fixed income market valuation data as at 6 May 2016
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Figure 3: Strategic asset allocation and ranges
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Figure 4: SIGT tactical asset allocation vs. strategic asset allocation
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Figure 5: Largest UK direct equity positions as at 31 March 2016
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Figure 6: Largest overseas equity positions as at 31 March 2016
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Figure 7: Largest specialist asset positions as at 31 March 2016
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Figure 8: Largest fixed interest positions as at 31 March 2016
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Performance
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Figure 9: SIGT NAV/FTSE WMA Stock Market Balanced Index* – rebased to
100 since 30 April 2011
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Figure 10: SIGT NAV/FTSE All-Share Index* – rebased to 100 since 30 April
2011
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Figure 11: Cumulative total return performance to 30 April 2016
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Figure 12: Premium/(discount) over 5 years
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
This marketing communication has been
prepared for Seneca Global Income & Growth
Trust by Marten & Co (which is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority)
and is non-independent research as defined
under the Financial Services Act 2000
(Financial Promotion) Order 2005. It is intended
for use by investment professionals as defined
in article 19.(5) of that Order. Marten & Co is
not authorised to give advice to retail clients
and, if you are not a professional investor, or in
any other way are prohibited or restricted from

receiving this information you should disregard
it. The research does not have regard to the
specific investment objectives, financial
situation and needs of any specific person who
may receive it.

from dealing ahead of it but, in practice and in
accordance with our internal code of good
conduct, will refrain from doing so.
Nevertheless they may have an interest in any
of the securities mentioned in this research.

The research has not been prepared in
accordance with legal requirements designed
to promote the independence of investment
research and as such is considered to be a
marketing communication. The analysts who
prepared this research are not constrained

This note has been compiled from publicly
available information. This note is not directed
at any person in any jurisdiction where (by
reason of that person’s nationality, residence or
otherwise) the publication or availability of this
note is prohibited.

Accuracy of Content: Whilst Marten & Co uses reasonable efforts to obtain information from sources which we believe to be reliable and to ensure
that the information in this note is up to date and accurate, we make no representation or warranty that the information contained in this note is
accurate, reliable or complete. The information contained in this note is provided by Marten & Co for personal use and information purposes generally.
You are solely liable for any use you may make of this information. The information is inherently subject to change without notice and may become
outdated. You, therefore, should verify any information obtained from this note before you use it.
Investment Performance Information: Please remember that past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future and that the value of shares
and the income from them can go down as well as up. Exchange rates may also cause the value of underlying overseas investments to go down as
well as up. Marten & Co may write on companies that use gearing in a number of forms that can increase volatility and, in some cases, to a complete
loss of an investment.
No Advice: Nothing contained in this note constitutes or should be construed to constitute investment, legal, tax or other advice.
No Representation or Warranty: No representation, warranty or guarantee of any kind, express or implied is given by Marten & Co in respect of any
information contained on this note.
Exclusion of Liability: To the fullest extent allowed by law, Marten & Co shall not be liable for any direct or indirect losses, damages, costs or
expenses incurred or suffered by you arising out or in connection with the access to, use of or reliance on any information contained on this note. In
no circumstance shall Marten & Co and its employees have any liability for consequential or special damages.
Governing Law and Jurisdiction: These terms and conditions and all matters connected with them, are governed by the laws of England and Wales
and shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts. If you access this note from outside the UK, you are responsible for ensuring
compliance with any local laws relating to access.
No information contained in this note shall form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any offer or commitment whatsoever in
any jurisdiction.
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